I. INTRODUCTION
System of simultaneous linear matrix equations is an essential mathematical tool in science and technology. In practice some or all parameters may be represented by fuzzy numbers rather than crisp ones. Therefore it is necessary to develop mathematical theory and numerical schemes to handle fuzzy matrix systems. The concept of fuzzy numbers and arithmetic operations with these numbers were first introduced and investigated by Zadeh [1] , Dubois et al. [2] and Nahmias [3] .
Since Friedman et al. [4] proposed a general model for solving an fuzzy linear systems Ax=b by an embedding approach in 1998, lots of works have been done about some advanced fuzzy linear systems such as dual fuzzy linear systems (DFLS), general fuzzy linear systems (GFLS), fully fuzzy linear systems (FFLS)and general dual fuzzy linear systems (GDFLS) see [5] [6] [7] [8] . And some new theories and methods for fuzzy linear systems still appeared recently [9] [10] [11] .
However, for a fuzzy linear matrix equation which always has a wide use in control theory and control engineering, few work has been done in the past decades. In 2009 , Allahviranloo et al. [12] discussed the fuzzy linear matrix equations(FLME) of the form AX B C  where A and B are m m  and n n  real matrices respectively, C is a given m n  fuzzy numbers matrix. In 2011 , Gong and Guo [13] investigated a class of fuzzy matrix equations  Ax B  and studied its fuzzy least squares solutions by using generalized inverses of the matrix. Later, Guo and Shang [14] [15] 
where m is the mean value of M , and  and  are left and right spreads, respectively. The function   L  ; which is called left shape function satisfying: A LR fuzzy matrix A is said to be positive(negative) and denoted by Up to rest of this paper we want to find the positive solution 
III. SOLVING DUAL FULLY FUZZY MATRIX EQUATION
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According to multiplication of nonnegative LR fuzzy numbers of Definition 2.3 , we have
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Thus we obtain a model for solving DFFMEs (2.2) as follows:
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In order to solve the dual fuzzy system (2.2), we need to consider the crisp system of linear matrix equation (3.1).
For example, when A C  is a nonsingular crisp matrix, we obtain its solution as follows:
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On the other hand, because 
